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SUMMARY
This thesis; à rrGeneral- Description and Recognition
of 77 Chinese Speech Soundsrr, j-s d-ivided. into two parts.
A general description of Chinese speeeh is given first
and a. method of recognition second.
In the first part, the author wiJ-J- introduce some
basic desc:liptions of the 37 basic Chinese speeeh sounils
, including their characteristj-cs and classifications,
spectrum analyses, and. will descrÍbe spectrum variations
of vowels as they are affected by consonants and tones.
A d.ig1tal computer, a CDC Cyber 173, was used to
recognize Chinese speech sounds usi_ng l_i_near predictlon
coefficj-ents tor àrea funetions of vlakitars method, match-
ing and parameter classifieati_on.
In the seeond part, the author also applies BaHÌirs
method and the method of curve fitting, those might be
consicLered as references in the methods of identification.
. 
-¿\bout 24 of the 77 Chinese speech sound,s proved.
recognizabre using linear prediction eoefficientsr or
area functions of l^iakitars method., matching and parameter
clas si f i ca,tion.
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Using BaHIits method(or the method of curve fltting)
we were unable to di-scrimlnate between individual speech
time-waveforms as BaHIits nethod( or the method. of cur'\¡e
fitting) is only suitabl-e for the identification of
smoothecl eurves.
Both BaHlirs method and the method of curve fittlng








PART T General Description of 37 Chinese
Speech Sounds
ABSIRACT
The frequencies and J-evels of first three formants of
a.11 37 Chinese speech sounds, their time varying wave-
f orms, and their spectrograms r¡rere measured. using a
D.G.C. NOVA 2 Digital Computer, H.P. 7210Ã X-Y Digital
Plotter, BARCO CTVM 2/çl or H.P. 131OA. Screen Display
and some interface circuits. Using Fensomrs
program(Reference 9 and. Appendix 6), the frequencies
a,nd. levels of these first three formants t¡ere displayed on
the I'I.P. 13104. For the sake of brevity, only the
results for five vowel sounds and the flrst two formant
frequencies of eleven other vowels rÍere listed..
useful theories in the crassification of speech sounds
have been obtained by previous workers using formant
frequencj-es F1 and. F2(i-.e. Reference 2), and the author used.
this approach for the chinese speeeh sounds. Maxlmum likeri-
hood regions(nefer (z)*) were conputed. and. used. to crassify
these phonetic sounds.
spectrum variations of vowers affeeted by consonants
and tones are mentioned in Chapter I.4. The tones of
those phonetic sounds can be observed(i.e. Tabre 4) as






Chinese speech sounds do not eorrespond. to Engllsh
phonemes, but are often approxlmately related to some
compounds of English phonemes.
77 Chinese Speech Sowrd.s and. their approximate

















































































Speech sound of any Chinese word sound is pronounced
as onl-y one syl1able. Pronuncl-atlons of any Ohlnese
nords can be represented by one or more of the ,7 Chinese
speech sounds, and thelr four tones.(explanatlons arre
seen in Chapter I.4) An analysls of all 57 speech sound.s
was performed. wlth the D.G.C. NOVA 2 Dlgital Computer,
H.P. 721OA, X-Y Digi-ta1 Plotter, BARCO CTWI Z/¡l or H.p.
l11OA Screen Display, and their interfaces. Those
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(1) Speetrograms are ind.j-cated with time i-n the horizontal-
direction, and frequency in the vertical direction.
The i-ntensitj-es of time-frequency boundecl areas are
displayed by the relative tightness or slackness of
the lines connecting the peaks of curves. Formant
frequencies a.re represented by those retatively tight
l-ines. (see Fis.1) Refer to pp1TB,179 in (6)* or pB2
of (24)x for a further explanation.
(2) The spectral d.istributions of intensi-ty or energy
r¡ithin specific short samples of speech 'hraves. Defined
by characteristic intensity(db ampritud,e) vs. frequency
(wnz) curves.("s. Fis.2) (1)* (6)"
(7) An inspection of spectrum variatlons of vowel-s affected
by consonants and tones.(i.e. Chapter I.4)
(4) Pitch(i-.e.,fundamental frequency) admits of a rank
ordering on a scale ranging from low to high. (Refer
to Appendix 5) (l)* (6)* For example; from FiS.]
T¡re ean ca].cu]-ate its pitch as following:
(4.15em/btoek) / (l .45em/pwrse) 1O( 1 O)Swords/sec 2|,6
words/block = 111.8 pps (i.e. pulses/see)
wlrere the presentation of H.p. 1t1OA Screen Display
or the H.P. 721oA x-y Digltal plotter a.re dlvided into
16 blocks; eaeh block contains 256 addresses; the
length of every block and. the span of each purse are
equal to 4.15 cm and 1.45 em respectively. Sampling
frequency used for the time v¡aveforms of t7 Chlnese





The characteristics and. classifications of 77
Chinese speech sounds
The 17 Chinese speech sounds are listed" as following
, 5, k,n,tr, fu, t rJ,þ,((r5 rf¡L/,(,Tr*,'4,7,s,T,I
L,Y, { , t ,t ,4 ,\ , L,9, ,9 ,Ç ,t,L r lL,-, X, 4
Every sound has its corresponding spectrogram, spec
-tral clistribution of energy, and a time waveform. Figures
1 12rand. 3, Appendixes i'r4runa 5 indieate each kind. of d.lagram
respectively. They show that different speech sound.s have
d.ifferent frequency spectrums-i.e. different formants and
intensities, The meanings of these three kinds of graphs are


































Referencing the papers of N1Io llndgren(Z)*' every
speech sound. is demonstrated. by a set of distinctive
features implying classifieations of sound sourcet
manner and place. fn general ther-e are ten kinds of
distinctive features founcl in speech sound.s. They are















Presence vs. absence of a shar
-pfy defined formant structure
low vs. hj-gh total energy
High vs. low first formant
longer duration & greater depa
-rture from a neutral posi-tion vs. shorter duration &
l-ess d eparture from a neut¡raI
position
low second formant vs. high
second formant
Flat phonemes in contradistinc
-tion to the eorrespondingplain ones ere charactetized.
by a do'¡ml¡ard shift or weaken
-lng of some of their upper-
frequency components
Spread ing tþe avai-1able energy
over vrider(vs. narrovrer) frõä
-uency regions by reductionin the intensity of certain
formants & introd_uction of
ad.d itional- formants
Sil-ence folJ-owcd. &./ot preceded
by spread of energy over a wi
-der frequency region vs.
absence of abrupt transition
betrveen soirnd & such silence
-1 4_
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g. Striclent/ Higher j-ntensity noise vs. lower
iilellor'¡ intensity noise
10. Voicecl/ Presence vs. absence of periodic
Voiceless 1or,r frequency excitation
Usì-ng the cr-iteria of Table 1 , lre can list the d.istinc
-tive features of eaeh Chinese speech sorrnd(tfote: the
authorrs sounds were adopted as standard models. ) fhese
are shown in Table 2. In Tab1e 2, the symbols ran and
rr-rr, represent former and latter distinctive features
respectively. rn the descriptlon of spectrum character-
isti-cs in chapter r. J the crasslfication standard.s of
items 7,415 & 6 as listed in the Table 2 are discussed.
The elassification glgndqfdg of other i-tems use eonmon 
'7
sense definitions, and their corresponding figures are
shown in Appendix 3 and. Appendix 4.
rABtE 2 (?)"
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1Ì'i¡1-. 4 rnrtcpendent time segment cl-assification.( e)*
From Tabre 2 and the definitions within Tabl_e 1, we can
construct a fl-ow chart as shown ln'.Flg.4. Thls is the sequencê
usecl to classify the characterj-stics of chinese speeeh
so'unds. speech sounds are sorted into nonsonorant orl
sonorant sounds through some property measurements-
absence of energy bel-ow 35Oc/s shows 1ack of voicing;
frequency components above 4OOO c/s indicate turbulenee,
etc. (z)" Those results can be shown on the screen DisplaJr
of I{.P-13104 by means of Fensomrs program(r.e. Referenee
9 and rippendix 6).
Í.3 Spectrum analyses of Chinese Speech Sounds(r)*(+)*(Z)*
According to. the distrlbutions of formants F1 and. F2 for





























tbese fj-ve soun<Ls have clear ranges. We chose to explain
these 5 souncls in d"etaiÌ for that reason. The author was
unable to define the boundaries of the other sounds
because they aggregate together.
The regions of energy concentration are called formants
r so the formants d.isplay the frequencies at those ampli
-tude peaks shown as in the Appendix 3; F1, F2, and F3
are the 1st, 2nð., and jrd formants respectlvely.
1. Experimental equlpment
(1) Anechoie room
(z) ATts 2 1 10 v to 24o v Mains Power Supply
(l) NAGRA 4.2 Tape Recorder
(4) Type 2114 Third.-Octave and Octave Spectrometer
( 5) Type 2604 Microphone Ampllfler
(6) D.G.c. NOVA 2 Digita]- Computer
(z) H.Po TzloL x-Y Digital Plotter
(a) BARco CTVM 2/¡l or H.P. 151OA. Screen Display and.
aceompanied lnterface circuits
2. Sa.mple Collectlon
Speech sa.mples 'u¡ere collected from 20 male stud.ents
of Australia and some Chinese men in Adelaide, South
Austraria. These sounds v¡ere adopted as testing samples
. The authorrs sound.s r^rere used as the standard models.











The samples rüere recorded in the anechonic room using
the ectrui-pment shown in Fig. !. The author first chose
the recluired. figures(i.e. time waveforms sta.rting at the
fi.rst peak of matímum uniform parts in order to ad.opt the
same standard a,nd avoid j-nterference 'f"o* 
"ny other sourcêÊt
of sounds) from tlre screen image(frre screen area was dlvided.
into 16 blocks, eâófr block containing 256 addresses. The
block numbers corresponded, to block ad.dresses on the
computerrs ma.gnetic d.isk. The numbers of bloeks, and their
addresses v¡ere *oft"ru.=u controlled.) and then used the
X-Y plotter to pl.ot three kinds of diagrams. From computer
experiments, we knew not only that the waveshapes of the
ma.ximum uniform þarts of time waveforms, but al-so their
eorresponding spectrograms and spectral distributions of
energy Ì{rere the same. Thereforer wo experienced no problem
with segmentations, usi-ng thÍs method.. The resul-ts of
these experiments àTe shown in Figs. l r2r7 and. i_n the
apnendi.xes. r anaryzed. the speech samples and the resul_ts
a.Te given in Tabl_e 7.(ref erence Appendixes 7r4) Using
the I'IOVA 2 Computer program-SpGRM( see Appendix 6) , the
values of formant frequency and. level for eaeh sound wer€
shown on the screen. Trom those varues we earculated. the
correspond.ing values of standard d.evlation.
ïn Table 3, F1 , T2, T3, \1 , L2, f_,7 are those mean y¿luês
of samples and 6f 1 , 6I"2, çF7, 5L,1 , íLZ, 6I_,7 are their
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verage forma.nt leve1 &
ts average standard.
The experimenta.l results ( i . e . Âppend ix 4) lndicate tkøt
the 3rd formant(i.e. F3) tias l-ittle influenee in the for
-mation of voiced sound. Because the frequeneies of T3
are very high in each speech sound, it is hard to perceíve
them. The major factors are the positions of F1 and F2
and their relative d.ifferenees. Henee r,r¡e can discriminate
the vo¡'¡e1s X r-rúrlr&l as shown in Fig.6.
hle assumed that the coordinates F1 vs. Tz of every
speech sounci. are Gaussian d.istributions. hle used maximw
]-ikefjhood. methods to find the equal-probability points
between adjacent speech sou-nds. Those equal-probabllity
curves were used as d.eeision thresholds. IIe obtained the
decision regions between speech soundsr âs plotted in Fig.6.
rn Fig.6 the presented number of each kind of vowels are
not a.ll equa,l to 20 because some vowel_s of each kind ha.r¡e
the same first and second formants.
As a.L example, the procedure for finding the d.ecision
threshold between speeeh sounds - â.nd t is approximated
âs following. origlnally the declsion threshol-ds should
be multidimensíonar- quad.ratic rsurfacesr; not straight






























o o0 >oo r tilt
Frs.7
the approximatj-on, especially the numerical values near
the decision threshold.s, could be neglected.
(1 ) By conneetj-ng the two mean value points of - and {
the line equation E2 = -2.155.T1 + 1747.12 (A)
as indicated in F1g.J j_s obtained.
(z) Assuming the sounds - and t at F1 and Ez are inilepen
-dent, the Joi-nt Gaussian distribution of the sounds
i-s obtained as shown:
P-(F1 ,F2) (n)
= ãå-T E"pf-(F1 -u1 )z /z(5 1 ) 2-(¡'e-u Ð2 /zrSzlzl
where 51=24, 12=179, tJ1=214¡ TJZ-12g6 as lndicated
in Table 3.
Similarly we can produce the Joint Gaussian distributlon
of speech sound +¿
It(]r'1 ,r.2) = rn{-V '¡r (c)
E"pÍ-(rt -ut, ¡2 /z( 61' ) z-(¡z-vz, )z /2(62, )2




ß) Equation (A) is substituted into equations (¡) and
(c). Since P- = Plf, at the equal-probabllity point'
'we obtain F1 = 3OO.2 Hz
(4) ¡.t I¡1=50O.2 Hz t¡re a"pi"t the rertical. line inter-
secting with l-ine (¡). From the intersection point,
a straight J-lne perpendicular to line (l), is the
desired decision threshold as inilicated. in Fig.7.
Similarly we can obtain other decision threshol-ds
betrt¡een ad ja.cent sounds as shown in Flg.6. F1 vs. F2
figmes of the other speech sorrnds are shown in Appendix 1.
In Chapter I.2 I mentioned the d.istinctive f eatures of
speech sounds sueh as Acute/Grave, Compact/liftuse and
Flat/Plain. Our experlmental results indicated that if
the va.lue E2 of a speech sorrnd is larger than 1720 Hz, it
is acute; otherwise it.is grave. If the val_ue of tr'1 is
greater than 335.1 Hz, the speech sorrnd is compact, othen
-rrri-se it is d"iffuse. rf the value tr'1+F2 is greater than
1655.1 Hz(i.e. 1320+375.1 Hø), the speech souncL is plain
, otherwi-se it is flat. The cl-asslfication standards
(f1=335.1 Hz, F2=132O Hz) are not flxed val-ues as shown
1n Fig.?. They ean be ehanged to discriminate aII speedr
sound.s. The methods used in this paragraph are mentiond
in the papers of NiIo li-ndgren. (2)* (Z)"
From the freq.uency vs. íntensity(au) flgures shown in
Appendix 3, we know that a low intenslty T2 wilt be,fourd
in the spectrum of most nasal consonants.(1)x The nasal
consonants a::e t-l , I , *f and. E .
-22-
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The time-amplitude figures shown in Appendix 5 and Flg.5
shortr tha.t all speech sourrds possess periodicr or rather,
quasi--periodj-e structures as none of the 37 Chinese speech
sounds j-ncl-ud"e any fricatj-ves, and accordi-ngly dlsplay
harmonie spectra. This fine structure origJ-nates from üte
opening and, closing movements of the vocal cords, which
periodically modulate the vol-ume of the exhal-ed alr during
phonation, at a rate of Fo e/s, whieh is the volce funda
-rnental frecluency. In narrow-band spectrograms, Fe 1s tre
harmonic spacJ-ng and in broad-band spectrograms 1/To is
the time interval between successive striations, each
reflecting a single voice cyele. The time variation of
Fo is the physical basj-s of intonatlon. (1)* (6)"
Each position of the artlculatory organs has its specific
F-pattern. Formant band.wldths are sJ.lghtly greater tha¡r
Voca-l tract resonance bandt¡id,ths, due to ad.ditional'
losses through the gJ-ottis slit. A decrease of the lip-
opening area or increase of the rength of the rip passage
causes a l-owering of the frequencies of arr fomants.
only 1n non-nasarized, non-lateral sounds produced. from
a source located at a vibrating or a narrorr glottis, can
the I'-pattern up to T.3 be seen c1early. ( 1 ) *, ( 6 ) "
The frequenci_es of the three 1owest formants, Fl ,
T'2, t'3t are the main determinants of the phonetic
quality of a vowel.
r.4 spectrum variatlons of vowers affected by consonants
and tones (Z)"
-27-
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The continuous vAriations in the climensions of the vecal
cavities with ti-me, determine unicluely the varlatj-ons of
the voea.l tract resonance frequencíes, i.e. the F-patterft.
There is, ther:efore, a continuity of F-pattern within any
leng'th of utterance and aeross a;ny sound segment boundary.
The tra,nsitiona.l cues, whereby a consonant vowel may in
part be j-den.tified by its infl-uence on an ad jacent vowel
, fray thus be cLescribeil in terms of F-pattern variations.
The main articulatory variables are (t¡*r(6)*
1. the location,
2. the clegree of constriction of the maln narrowing
betr,¡een the tongue and the opposite l¡all of the
vocal cavities, and,







Figures B(a) and (¡) are


















































F2- high, T3 maxj-mal-ty hlgh





r\-lveola.r art i cul-ati-on
Paf a.ta1 arti cul_ation
3 . l'louth-opening( inelu-
ding ton¡¡re section &
lips ) narrolr
f'1 low
F4 low and close
F3 ]-ov¡ and cl-ose
F2 ¡ þ0O 4,1 l0O e/ s
Tt low
T2 and 35 high
a
5. llilabial or ]-abi-o-
d.ental- closure
6. Interdental articulation F2:




( b ) Palata.l. a.rticulatíon
with tip of tongue
dor.¡n
1 400-1 B0O c/ s











9. Velar & pharyngeal
arti-culation
F2 medium or fow. The F-pattern
except F1 1s cJ-ear1y visible.
10. Glottal source The entire ¡l-pattern lncl-ud.ing
F1 is vlsibLe.
The articulatj-on of vowel sound.s ls'generally affeet-
ed by the positlon of the ton¿çue hu¡rp along the vocal
tract (tnis is often, but not always, the place of great-
est constriction) and the d.egree of the constrlction.
Hurnp positions moved from polnt I thnr point j as shown
1n Fig.B(a), cause the forrnant variations of voiced. souncl
indicated as in Tlg.B(b). using the vari-ations shown in
Fj-g.8, we can evaruate some vowel- formants that have been
affected, by consonants. tr'or example; the hr¡np position
of consona.nt (( corresponds to poÍnt 1 of Flg.B(a); Thls
i-ndicates that the val-ue of F2 is raiseil- and the value of
F1 is lowered. as shown in Flg.B(b); the hump positi-on of
vowel Y eorresponds to point 7 of Fig.B(a), and. the varue
of F2 is seen to bo near that of F1-i.e. as the hr.mp posl
-tions varied from poi-nt 1 to polnt j, the spread of r,2
and F1 r¡ras decreased. consider trre voiee $ , its formant
varlations shown in tr'ig.g(a) eorrespond to the formant
variatlon from point 1 tll-r point 3 as indicated by Tig.
B(b). Iïence to anaLyze the varlation of the vowel formant
eaused by the eonsonant, we flrst investigate the vari-
ations of hump position and. then deterni_ne the corres-
ponding formant varlatiorrs. Fig.9(a), (b) and (c) are
represented aB the effects of volced stop sounds, frlca_
tive sounds and nasar sor.rnds respectively. This paragraph
j-s quoted from the papers of Mr. lin.(?)*
-26-
Our experiments showed that the tones donrt greatly
affect forma,nts, but do have some maJor effects on piteh.
Using the fund.amental frequency(1.e. pitch) of the fírst
tone as the reference polnt; changlng the vowel pronunel
-ation to seeond tone lowers its fundamental frequency
(i.e. pitch). Then changing the vowel sound to'thlrd tone
, again lowers the fundamental frequency. However at the
fourth tone conditlon, the fundamental frequency(1.e.
pitch) will be lifted. These discussions are rlsted in
Tabl-e 4. As Mr. llnts colleague, my sounds were adopted
in his experiments. Those experimentar resurts in this
paragraph and Table 4, rúere quoted from hls papers (T)*.
The values in Table ! are the average results of
measurements of 20 mare persons, and. were ad.opted. from


























The process of impllclt lnvestigatlon was used_ onry
for vowels because their sou-nd.s are independent of the
fo1lowing features : nasa]-/ oral, eontinuant/interrupted.
and strldent/meIIow. These characterlsti_cs of vowels
differ from those of consonants, and attraeted our
_27 _
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,
interest. All data listed in thls chapter was d,erlved by
Mr. Ii-n usirrg a spectrum a;ruà]-yzer(f¡'y 70104) and. clata
recorder(GR 1|,2j). !
I.5 Conclusions
( 1 ) The d.istinctive features of the 37 Chlnese speech
sounds can be used to recognize or classify each
one unj-quely.
(Z) Using Fig.8, we can pred.ict the formant varlatlons
of vowels as affectetl by each possible consonant.
3) We can distlngui-sh the tones of Chinese speeeh
sound s by measurlng variatlons Ln fi¡¡d-amental
frequeney(i.e. pitch) as shown in Table 4.
-28-
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PART II : Recog:litlon of 57 Chlnese
Speech Sounds
ABSTRACT
The author used linear predlctlon techniques to find
Ir.P.C. rs(i.e. l1near pred.ictlon coefflclents) of the tlne
rvaveforms of speech, ancl llakitars method. to flnd thelr
area firnctions. Parameter crassiflcation, illustrated as
following, hras then used to reeognize the ,7 possible
Chinese speech sounds.
l{e developed from a set of samples, a declsion rule
with which we could erasslfy a point ln the parameter space
of an rrnknown sound. The process of derivlng the deeislon
rule is called parameter classiflcation. The two naJor
areas of parameter reeognitlon are ( I ) feature selection
, and (Z) parameter classlficatlon procedures.
uslng a Digitar computer(cDC cyber 177) we applled these
procedures to reeognlze two chinese speech. sound.s slnur-
taneously. The simultaneous classification of more tha¡r
two sounds requires considerably more comprex software,
and is left to those with more experience of dynamle
progranming.
24 Chinese speeeh sounds of the posslble 37 proved
reeognizable uslng rinear predletion coefflelents(or














Both Ba.I{li t s method and curve flttlng routlnes Twere
applled to the problem of "p"""h reoognltlon. ,rär"=t"-
nately those two method.s. were
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II.1 Introd-ucti-on ( 1T)*, ( 1B)*, (rg)*, (20)*', (21 )*, (zz)*
There are already several commerci-ally availabl-e
isolated word. reco6grition systems today. A few researdr
systems have been developed. for restricted connected.
speech recognition and. speech und erstand.ing. ( i. e.
I'iearsa¡r-I, Dragon, ],incolû, and IBI{). (1?)*r(19)*, (eO¡"
In connected. speech, it is difficult to determine
where one word. ends and another begins, and the charac-
terj-stic acoustic patterns of words exhibit much greater
varj-ability depend.ing on the context. Isolateil word.
recognition systems do not have these problems since






feature that affects the complexity of a
vocabulary size. As the size or the
of a vocabul-ary inereases, simple brute-
of representatlon and. matchj-ng become
(rz)"
In restrieted speech r¡nderstand.ing systems, it is no¡
imoorta.nt to recognize eaeh anil every phoneme and,/or vroql
correctly, as l-ong as the message is rrnd.erstood. The
need to understand the sourees of knowledge used to form
the messager the representation of the task, eonversatiq¡¿1
context, understanding, and response generation, all
a.dd to the d.ifficulty a¡rd. overal-l complexity of speech
-31 -
understand.ing systems. The soÌrrces of knolrleäge 1nclud.s
the charac.beristics of speech sounds(phonetics), vari-
ability in prom.r¡rciations(phonoJ-ogy), the stress and
intonation patterns of speech(prosod.ics), the sound
patterns of words(l-exicon), the grarnmati.cal structure
of J-anguage(syntax) , the meaning of r¡ords and sentences
( sernantics ) , and, the context of the conversatlon( pragmatics)
. (rz)o'
The (restricted) dictation machine problem requlres
larger vocabularies(tOOO to 10000 worils). It j_s assumed
that the user l¡ould be will-ing to spell any word. that
is rrnlcnor,m to the system. The task requires an Engrish
-Iilce syntax, but can assume a cooperative speaker
spealcing cJ.earJ-y in a quiet room. (1?)*
The unrestricted speech und,erstanding problem requi
-res unlimited. vocaburary connected. speech recognition,
but permits the use of alI the avair-abre task-specific
information. The most difficul-t of arr recogni-tion
tasks is the unrestricted. connected. speech recognition
problem r^rhich requires unlimited vocabulary, but does
not assume the avail-abi-lity of any task-specific
information. (17)*
ïn generar, for a given system and. task, perforüa,ncs
depends on the síze and speed of the computer and on
the accutacy of the algorithm used.. Accuracy is often
tasl< depend,ent. Accuracy versus response time tradeoff
2^
is also possibleri.e. it is often possibJ-e to tune a
system and. ad.just thresholds so as to improve the
response time while reducÍng accuracy and vice versa.
(1?)n,(21 )-",(zz)"
Given a. knor,m vocabulary(of about 70 to 200 words)
and. a l<nown speaker, the slrstems of Itakura, Martin, and
'rlhite can reco gnize a word spohen in isolation with
a.ccuracies arourrd 99 percent. The general paradigm
invol-ves comparing the parameter or feature representa-
tion of the incomlng utterance r,¡ith the prototype refer-
ence patterns of each of the words in the vocabul-âr¡r.
(17)*, (1e)*-, (19)*,(zo¡*
The 37 Chinese speech sound.s and, any other Chínese
word.s have their corresponcling linear predicti-on coeffi-
cients(or area fimctions). The pronu:reiation of every
one of those is a single phonetie segment so we d.o not
have the prob-lem of no segmentatlon. The author suggesfu
tha.t the methods-parameter extraction of tj-me waveforms
and their correspondi-ng parameter cl-assiflcatlons, cou1d.
be a.ppl-ied to the recognition of Chinese speech sounds.
The time wa.veform of a speeeh sound ean be moderecl âs
a linear combination of its past values, and present and
past values of a hypothetlcal input to a system whose
output is the given time waveform of speeeh sound.. The
para.meters of a sui-tabre ar1-po1e model can be obtained. by a
least squares a.na,lysi-s in the tlme d.oma.in. The tÍme wavsf6r,n
of speech sound" is assumed to be statlonary. Trom those
linear prediction coeffiel-ents(or, er-ther area functlons
-77-
',:¡¡.ì::i¡Ì.1r:,- i,r.tr¿?,-iì.- i. 4-!il!_ "Ë
or other kind.s of coefficients using BaHJ-iIs method or
the method, of curve f itting) of the time wavef orms, vre
couJ-d. use the method of parameter classi-flcation shown
folJ-owing to id,entify two speech sounds each tj-me.(5)*,
(24)'*,(25) *, Appendixes I & 9 The principles of linear
prediction coefficients, area fu-nctions and other kinds
of coefficients using BaHl-i I s method or the method of
curve fitting are given in Chaptet II.2.
A sophisticated. approach for speech waveform reeog-
nition is based. on a set of selected measurements extra-
eted from the time rvaveforms of speech sound.s. These
selected. measulrements, calJ-ed. rrfeaturesrr, have less
variation and distortlon. The criterion of feature
selection or ord.ering is often based on either the impor
-tance of the features in characterizing the tj-me r¡rave-
forms or the eontrÍbutlon of the features to the perfor-
ma.nce of recognition(1.e. the accuracy of reeognitlon).
The problem of crassification(or making a decision on the
cl-ass a.ssignment to the time waveforms) is maklng the
mea.surements of the selected features. A simplified,





Fig.1O Recognition system of speeeh time-waveforms.




fI.2 Recognition proeess of li-near predlction coefficients
,area, functions, or other kinds of coeffj-cients with
tîespect to their corresponding time waveforms of 77
Chj-nese speech sorrnd.s
The línear pre<liet1on coefficients, the vocal tract
area functions(also the reflectlon coefficients) or other
kj-nds of eoeffic j-ents uging BaHli I s method or eurve fittlng
of any isola,ted- sound time7waveforms could be considered
as the required features 1.n the recognition system.(18)*
,(5)*,(24¡*,(25)* let us expla,in briefly as following:
A. linea:r Prediction ( ¡)*
During the pro<luction of speech-sound, the vocal ïract
is excited- by à series of nearì-y perlodic pulses generated
by the vocal- cords. If"both the excitation and the shape
of voca1- tract remain fixed, the resulting speech-signal
can be consid,ered to be stationary. In ord.er to get the
mo<l.el of speech-sound rt¡e approximate the continuously-
var¡ri-ng shape of vocaJ- -tract by a diseretely-varying shape
of vocal tract, i.e. a vocal tract whose shape changes
at discrete time intervats. This discrete time interval
j-s called the sampling interval T. Hence the sampllng
frequency is then ft=I/T. Every eontinuous-time speech
s( t) coufd be sampled to obtaln its discrete-time speech
s(nT), wh.ere n is a.n integer variable.
linear predictlon was lntroduced as a speetrar modeling
technique in which 77 0hj-nese speech sound.s were mod erzf uv
the all-pole spectra, This method. alt-ows for the model¡ing of
selected portions of a speech sound., for arbltrary spectral;,*.1
shaping in the frequency domain, and for the nod.ering of
F
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continuous as v¡eJ-l as discrete spectra.
The method. of U-near predictlon was introd.uced to speech
processing basi-caIly as a time-dbmaj-n analysis. Referring to
- .JÉ
( 5) we know that linear prediction is a correlation type of
a.nalysis r¡hich can be approachecl either from the time or fre-
quency domain. llere I restrj-ct ny attenti-on to the spectral
modeling properties of the autocorrelation method of linear
pred.iction.
where the predictor coefficients u&,, 1-(k-( p, and. the gain factor
G are the parameters of all-pole model. The para"meters 
^&, 
are
obtained as a result. of the minimization of the spectral error E,
which is d efi-ned as
-E-
2'ÍÍ dw (z)
where w=21Íf and f j-s the frequency.
Gj-ven a speech spectrum P(w) r w€ d.esire to model this spectrum by
an all-pole spectrum î(t) indicated. by(assuming a sarnpLing frequency
of 1 ltz)
$(") =ç2/1r,*at,a^J'&*¡ (r)
By setting èE/ag¡ - O, 1 -( i( p , there,results
þ
*5"n*l¿-,nl 
=-R¿ ' 1(1(P (7)
where R&=+fi,w)cos(rw)aw (4)
is the autocorrelation function corresponding to the continuous
spectrum P(w). By equatlng the total energy in the speech sounil
and. nod.el spectra, the gain G is obtained.
ç2 = 
Þ
Ro *rF, ^&,Rd (5)
,l
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Equations (Z),(+), and (¡) completely specify the al]--po1e mod.et
spectrum Þ(*).
In practice, the speech sound sri is d.efined for aII time such
that i'b is identically zeîo outside a portion of the speech sor.¡nd,
sh. sf isN samples l-ong and. N is any integer variable. Hence
l.re get
si =( snwn, 0-(n(N-1
I 0", "rn"="ì" 
(6)
where wn is the window fulction.
IIence the autocorrel-ation fi.¡¡rction (+) is given by
,cl"n+l i>o (?)
N-t-i
R(i) = 7 stl'ì=o 14
The predictor coefficients 
^.&,, 
1( k-( p , can be conputed. using
autocorrelation(i.e. stationary) techniques. (see nq.(¡) ) Accord.ing
to (f )*, Durbinrs recursive proced.ure is used to sol-ve the normal
autocorrel-ation Eq. ( r) .
Eo = R(o) (Ba)
' ì-tk¿ = -f*c Ð*F,',,#'",i-i)Ì /E¿-t (au)
(ùaì- k¿
u'l'=^'ì-"*ur$-l ,1<j<i-i (Bc)
E¡ = ( 1-k¿' )E¿-r (Bd)
Ìlquati-ons (ea),(eu),(Bc¡, and (8d) are sotved recursivery for
i=l r2r..... ¡p The fj_na1 solution 1s given by
uï="'f,' ,1<i(p (8e)
Those parameters k,, 1 (i(p, are known as the reflection coeffi-
ci-ents or the partial comeration coefficientg.
-77-
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The normalized autocorrelation coefficients r(i) are def,ineð
r(i)=R(i)/R(o), f=(i)l<1 (9)
R. r,lstimation of the Voca,l Tract Area ( 5)* ,(24¡x, ( 25)*
(1) In 1972, I,{akita showed that an acoustic tube model
consisting of M cyli-ndrlcal seetions of ectrual length can
?
be used. to represent the inverse filter I(z)=,*ëra¡z-l<
obta.ined. from l-inear predi-ction of the speech sounds.
(Z) If the speech 1s properly preernphasized and. the
bound.ary cond,itions of the acoustie tube mod el- are properly
ehosen, then quite accurate vocal- tract shapes can be
direct1-y estima.ted by means of the autocorrelation method
of l-inear preclietion.
(3) A set of reflection coefficients in the acoustic
tube mod.el- ca.n tre derived. using inverse filter processing
of speeeh. The discrete area function of this kind of
acoustic tube ean easily be obtained from its corresponding
reflection coeffici-ents.
In ord.er to d.erive the acoustic tube mod.el of the
vocal tract we make the following assumptions.
( 1 ) A set of M cylind.rical sections can be interconnected
as the ph.ysica-l- model of vocal tra.ct. Each individual
section has unlform ardei,i,A' and equal length J-.
(2) The speech sound transmitteci. through each seetion
of cylinders can be considered, as a plane'hrave because lts
wa.ve-length is much larger than the transverse dlmension
of individual- cylindrica.l sectionc .
3) Internal losses due to wa.Il vibration, viscoslty,
and heat conduction are negliglble in the rigld. sectlons
of cylind ers. 
-.75'-
(4) Dlementary r^rave equati-ons of acoustics are val-j-d, in the
deri-vation of acoustlc tube model.
(5) This mod,el is linear and the effects of the glottis and.
the nasal tract can be neglected.
(6) Proper bounclary conditions exist which make the acoustic
t'ube mod.el equivalent to the linear prediction model- 1/t(z),
z=exp( jwT) .
A series of B u¡riform cylindrical- sectj-ons was ad.opted as
the schematic mod.el of the vocal- tract. Each secti_on had, a
constant area Ä6, whose value was estimated as the average




Fig.11 Digital fllter of linear prediction model.
Also according to (25)x, a linear pred.iction digital firter
as Fj-g.1 1 can be constructed in a recurslve manner. The z-
transforms of the forward- and the backward- going speech
signats , x!^(") and nl(z) (z=exp( jwr); r j-s a sa^mpling period.),
at the input of the m-th stage of the firter(see Flg.11) can
be expressed by a recursive equation,
Eï1E













If pressure p,n(z) and vol-ume velocity u^(z) are defined in
terms of a linear eombination or nj(z) and' Ei (z), i'ê. ¡
lv^(r)'l = G,(") fnfr1r¡l
l""t ,lJ [n; t " lJ ,[, '* *"*ß
(11) ')
where G^(z) is a 2X2 operational matrlx, then
where, by the use of (tO¡ and. (tt),
[pr*,t 
rl'l = ]If,,( r) þ"{ z)'l
["r*,( r)J Lo'( r)













, the systen is assumed to be reciprocal and.
is assumeil to be symmetric. Then, for
aetH"(z)=1 (15)
h3") = rttfir)
under these assumptions, there may be various choices of
matrix Gr(z) to satisfy (17). Here, G"(z) ls chosen to be
of the form
(to¡
(17)G"(z) = n[;' 
ï]
By substituting (17) Ínto (17), taking the cond.itions of
( 15) and (16) into consid.eration , z*1/z^ is obtai_ned. as
-40-
: ,+i+çÈ-i+,i:fi,!û{¡:È,.?.ri;13ris,(-,;rr:1., ffi
zm+t/ z^ = ( 1+trr)/( t-k.)
kn = (Ar-Arr, )/(a"+R"*,)
(ta¡
In this case, p i-s to be chosen so as to make zr¡,/z^ independ.ent
of ,-1. This results in p =11 o" F -!2. Here, F=1 is chosen(other
clroices of P gj-ve equJ-valent results). Then
(1e)
and. crç,/c, = ,{'/(1+k¡) (zo)
In (19) z^=(c/A.r, / aefines the a1r density anil c j-s the speed
of sound in the air. Hence we can write (19) as
(21)
or
where il = M, I1-1r........l; the constraint on sampling frequency
i,s f9 = tttl,e/(zL); the nurnber of sections is M, and the length of
the acoustic tube, I-, = MI. Note that tf the two sections A,
and Ar*, have id.entical areas, there is no reff.eetion (k, = O).
From (2Ðx and (25)x, we can state that the linear predictlon
digital fil-ter is equivalent to the non-rrniform acoustic tube
moder of the vocal tract. The boundary eond.ition at the Iip
end. is realized. by connecting a tube of infinite area or by
short-ci-rcuiting the vocal tract tube. At the glottis end, a
'bube of infinite length with cross-sectional atea A*,is con-
nectedr i.€.r the vocal tract tube is terminated with the
characteristic imped.ance of (./'Arrr.
Arn*r/An = ( 1-k" )/( t+t<,) (zz¡
-41 -
1'ì
^ ir methocl 23)x (zl)"
One periocl of the time r^raveform, sta.r:ting at the
.fj.rst pea.ì< of mnximum uniform pa.rts, is clivicle<l equalÌy
into 70 poi.nts (tfre more pÇints, the more precise the
resul-t) on the time axis t., On the screen lmage the
tj.ne vrlues o,fl tlrese 3O poipts a.ncl th.eir correspond.ing
anpl-i tu rì e v¡ }ues h ( t ) are measureti. . Ref erencing Fig. 't J
(shor'rn leter) the ti-me function h(t) courd be obta.ined
bJ¡ ,rn inverse lap_l-a.ce tra-nsforrn of Fq.(28). fhe first
B eonstent coeff1cients of h(t) can be consi-cr.erecr as
B fea.tures applied in the method. of pa.ra.meters cl-assifi-
co.tion, or rrre can use them as fol-lov¡s.
Iìeferrin¡: to section A.of this chapter the a.uthor
sull?oses _that each of the 77 Chinese speecli time
r'¡a.vefor:ns ma.''.' be a.pproximated by its correspond.ing time
frr-nsli.otr r'¡ith poles ancl z_eros. comparing this time
funeti-on of testecl speech sa,mpJ-e h*(t) r.rith that of the
:referenee tjme wa.veform h(t) (see Jr'ig.12) the computer
mi¿,;Ìit reeogni-ze every sound.. The values h(t) or h*(t)
Ì'rere not obta.inecl by the author. fo:: each of the possible
sorrnds (re:lierence Appendix ?tr because Bagl_irs method 1s (a
on1,'¡ suitable for smoothed curves whos-9_- lr¿nc!i_g.4.g-._pf e
-l-i^4.qar-.--' Also th.e tra.nsfer functions of speech sounds are
only riou¡rhl-y estimated by their poles anri z,eros whi-ch
r,¡ere conputed. r,¡ithout regard for minímization of total_
squarecl error (reference section A of this chapter).










u( s) , i. e. , section (a)
Fig.1 2 tr'low diagram for the identification of speech
ti-me-waveform.
Ba.I{lif s method for speech recognitj-on is as foll_ows¡
(") Prinelples of BaIIIi's method
.ll,ssume
stationary
that the tine waveforms
and continuortg.















[ir(t) - h*(t) .dt
À





fn a stationary eondition, the speech time function h(t)
is assumed to be zero for tÞTA. The laplace transform of
h( t) in d.lscrete form can be expressed. as
H(s) =9 ânê-9Zn (zz)Yl=l
Using the polrer series expansion for øq.(23)
I{(s) =
N"z ân -(+ Azn=l anÇ ) ". (t t 'nTn') "2-. ( a+)n-l
The transfer function can also be written as
FI(s) = b,,+brs+b rsz+AOs3+.. . . ... .. .







a bz =-+# ânCn1 , t 4..a......ì'ì'=l
/" I
,)l-' *. ^^2,.ì-t( (26)
(27 )
rn general the b I s should. be d.efined. as the continuous form
b










Âssume that BaIII-its model of speech estimation H(s)
can not respond" instantaneously to an input. Itrs
impulse response must then have a finite derivatj-ve
near the time origin. Therefore the transfer function
of BaHti's model wil-I be of the following form.





and. (28) we obtain the following set of
]inear equations:
P1=b1
Pz = bz*b1 e1
p3 = at+b2e1+b192
(2e)
pi = bt+bt-tat*bi-ZQZt. . . . . .+btei-t
The known quantities of Eq.(29) are b1 , bz, b1r.....rbir....
calculated" by Eq.(26) and the (m+n) unknowns are p1, p2t...
......rPnr 9.1r 92, ......r Qm. The final va,lue theorem
å:i sII(s) = llt" h(t) (¡o)
implies that the higher powers of s can be neglected,
under steady state cond.itions ( t**¡ so that the sieaay
state error is negligible. tr'rom the initiar value
theorem
h(t) - tim sn(s)' J-roolimÈ-+o
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(zr¡
i.e., the transfer function behaves l-ike prr"t/(trs*¡ in
the frequency domain when the region near the origin of
its counterpart in the tj-me domain is considered.
Ti-g.1J summarize the procedures of Balllirs method.
Read data of reference time waveform h(t)
I'i9.1 5 FIow chart of BaHli I s method.
(b) Nurnerical sorution of rnverse laplace transforms
rn order to transform the transfer function H(s) of
frequency domaj-n into its counterpart h(t) in the time
d.omain we use the folÌowing methods.
consider the transfer fi.r¡rction of BaHrirs model
c1sn-1 rr-2
H(s) =
+c2s f . . . . . .*C n ße)ns +cL 1"t-t*......*d'
lÙhere 
"1, "2, ......, Crt, dl , dZ, .. .. . ., drr.
constants.
Specify the number of poles, m and the number of zeros, î-1
26) we get the time moments b






Pnt Q1 t 82, ..... ¡Q,aa..atP1, þ2,
e poles and. zeros of the transferFrom Eq. 2s) th
function Il( s ) can be obtained.













In Eq.(28) if the d.egree of denominator polynomial,
m, ls the same as that of the numerator polynomial, rL,
then the form of Eq. (28) can be turned into the form
of 1lq ,(72). In matrix form nq,.(52) becomes
(sn+d1"*-1*......fdrr) n(s) =("*-1"n-2.....s ù
¡'or rr( ") ( t ) its Laplace transform is
r h(n) 11¡ = snn(s)-sn-1h(o)-"n-2¡(t )(o)-....-h(n-t )(o) (34)
rf the laplace transform of the nth order d.ifferentiar
equation
n(n)(t)+¿rn(t-' )(a)+..... ..+drr_ih( t )(a)+drrh(t) = e
is takenr wê get
( sn+dl "t-1*. . . .*drr) n(s)
= "t-1h(o)+=n-2n( 
t )(o)+.. . . .+h(n-t )(o)
*dr { "t-2¡qo)+... ô. .*n(n-z) f ol}
*drr-l h( o )
Eq. ( 76l' is written as
-47-
































The initial- conditj-on vector of the speech time functj_on
can be obtained by comparing the rj.ght hand. sid es of



















hlhere the matrices in nq.(¡g) are defined in Eq.(rg).













i.e., [nl : loj ["] (+r)
Where the matrices (ll and. [H) of (41 ) are defined. as
in (+O). Hence the sol-ution of the nth order differential
equation of Eq. (55) wiJ-l be reduced to the n first order
dj-fferential- equations as Eq.( 41), with initiaL conditions
gi-ven by !ct. (r8). This kind. of differential equation
can be solved by the Runge-Kutta method (i.e., subroutj-ne
IìUI{GS). FiS,14 explains the sol-ution proeedure for the
inverse Laplace transform.
\tlith subroutine RUNGS vre solve
the time firnction of the '
speech waveform h(t)
Fig.14 Flow diagram determini_ng h( t) from H(s)
Alt equations of BaHli I s nethod in this secti-on c v¡ere
quoted from (n)* and (27)x.
From Eq.(59) we get matrices
( t') and c
Calcu1ate the initial condi-ti-on
[o'J -1 cvector H(o)
Print results
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D Curve fitti 26 *
The fourth method applied to the recognition of
speech sound.s is curve fitting (26¡*. From the tj-me
waveform starting at the first peak of maximrm uniform
partsr we ad.opt one period of this tj-me waveform,
which is divided equally into JO points (tfre more the
better) on the horizont"al- axis (i.e., time axls) X.
0n the screen image we obtaj-n the ti-me values of these
30 points and their corresponding amplitud.e val_ues
(i.e., horizontal time value X vs. corresponding
vertical amplitude value Y).
The author attempted to model the function using the
first B terms of the Fourier series expansion of the
waveform from the best fit of the experimentar varues of
(*1 ,v1 ), (*2rY2), and. so forth. Referencing Appendlx
11 we obtaj_ned, B terms (i.e., aO/2, ãj, uZ, ^r, b1 , b2,
b, and O+) of this tr'ourler serles i.e. ¡ y = f(x)
. 1?o 0,o
= ar/z * F=, arrcos(nrrx/1) * ,E brrsin(nrrx/1). Note that
the period is 2L whleh corresponds to 2T, and that
f (x+21) = f (x). Those I coefficients might be consid.ered
as the features appried in the methoit of parameten
classj-fication. unfortunately r faited to obtain these g
coefficients of each speech sound. because the method of
curve fitting is on].y adequate to the solution of smooth
curves. Nonrinear functions of speech sounds cannot be
approxímated. by any linear equations.
-50-
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Traditional Fourier analysÍ-s requlres a relatively
long speech segment to provid.e adequate spectral
resolution. Rapidly changing speech cannot be
accurately fol1owecl. AIso havi-ng insuffieient
information about the spectnrm between piteh harmonics
meant the frequency-d.omain techniques didnrt perform
satisfactorily for highly-pitched volces.
Tlie principles of cu.rve fitting are as following:
Curve fitting uses an approximating function which
graphs as a srnooth curve having the general shape
suggested by the data values, but generally not
passing exactly through al_I of the data poÍnts.
-51-
A function y=f(x), consisting of m functionally linear
undetermined constants, C1, C2, . o..., Cr, for a least-
squa,res f it to n knov¡n data values, requires the simultaneous
solution of m linear equations. The better procedure can
be genera.lized in the form of a matrix equation to facilitate
the generation of m linear equations which ean be solved.
by Choleskyrs method, explained. i-n the Append.ix 12,.
The function y=f(x) can be written in the general- form
Yi=
7n
,E C¡f¡( "i ),K'- t
lì1
aã îrltl::1.:.Tl .t î
hlz.
#-l
c*.flo( *n ) t¡ tyt
(+z¡
in which known val-ues for x1 and yi correspond to experimental
d-ata.
considering the resid.uals r¡ r12r.... rrn¡for a least-squares
fit, it foll.ows from Ðq. (42) that
(47 )
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vlhere Tl rrura.nd So o[r are the rrresidualsf which would. a1I
be zero in the case of a perfect fit. Howeverr the resi
-duals wil-I generally not be zero and a best fit is obtained
by making them as smal-l as possible. This is accomplished.
by finding values for Cr rCr., r.... rCn such that the sum of
the squares of the residual-s is a minimum. That is,
T
Ë,("¿)2 = mirl. (44),
,1.- |
Considering r. as a firnction of the constants C¡ rCz, and
so oñr it foltows from Eq. (44) that
OT k = 1r2r.....¡Ilì
which ma-y be written in the matrix form
n
















From nq. (43), we see that èr¡/a!4 = f4(x¿) (47 )





























We now denote [", ?z " " ' =n) = R and take the trans-
pose of Eq. (48) to obtai-n
[rr)t = þ 0.....0] t ( ¡o)
since (yÐ* = å* f and (t 0.....0] t is a corumn matrlx
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ormoresimpryas ,Cf ftl =ÆtIrl (Þ6)
The use of Eq.$e ) facltitates the formulatlon of a
system of m linear algebraic equations for the 1east-
squares curve-fitting criterion since the p matrix is
readi-ly generated. from the selected f(x) funetlon and.
the known data values for x.
Arl- theories of the curve fitting routine v¡ere quoted.
from (26)*.
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(.{II. 1 Ba.sic theories about recognition process of
Iinear predictJ-on coefficients, atea- functions, or
other kinds of coefficients with respect to their
correspond.ing time waveforms of 57 Chinese'speeeh
sounds (13)x, (2)*, (3)*, (4)*.
From equations (8 ), (9 ) and (1 ) we can find the
l-inear pred.iction coefficients of any sound.. AJ-so from
( B ), ( 9 ) and (22) we can obtain the vocal tract area
functions or the refl-ection coefficients of sou¡rds.
Beeause every sound has its corresponding time-waveform,
those parameters can be used. as the features to
cìistinguish between two isolated speech sound.s (18¡*.
Using linear pred.iction coefficients and parameter
cl-assification (rn example of speech recognition) is
explained in Chapter II. 4. Principles of the process
of parameter recognition are described. as fol1ows.
Shown in Fig.l 5 are all the.Iabel-ed. or reference
samples of parameters coll-ected. and the method of
determining the best d.ecision rules to classlfy
unlabeled. sa.mp1es.















In order to derive the decision rule for parameter
recognition (¡'1g.15), the procedure shown in Fig.l6
is used. The sp.eech model from which given parameters
arise is characterized., compl-etely, only by its physical
embod.iment. This physical embodiment is represented.
numerj-cally by some set of measurements. A sample of
the speech waveform is characterized by some specific
values of all the measurements, eorrespond.ing to points
in the measurement space. The parameter space may be
id.entical with the measurement spacer or several stages
of intermed.j-ate processing may be necessary.
Preprocess or Feature selecti-on
Preprocess or Feature selectj.on
educed. parameter space
Parameter classification
tr'ig.16 Fl-ow diagram for derivatlon of the decislon rure.
Feature selection or preprocessing is the process by
which a sample in the measurement space is described. by
a finite and usually smal_Ìer set. of numbers cal-l_ed.
features, sa$ x1 r *2, ....., xn, which become components
of the parameter space. As in i'ig.17 each sampre becomes
a point in the parameter space, once the features are d.efined.






The decision rule is d.erived from the set of ]abeled
samples using the parameter classification algorithm.
S regi- on:





: ,i\ Decision bound.ary:P(w1 )p(x/wr ) = P( wr)v(x/wr)
S^ resion:¿ * P(wr)n(x/*z) >P(!r1 ¡p(x/w1 )




Fig.17 Samples in the two-dimensional- paramsf,g¡ space!
o samples of class Sl; X samples of class Se;
o unknown parameter.
In Fig.17 the l-abeled sampJ-es belong to two parameter
classes; S,, and 52. To classify an unknown point, such
as the one indicated., into one of the two classes, Flg.17
is used,. This diagram rerates the assumed correspondence
between two sampl_es in the parameter space, to the
similarity of the parameters which represent them.
rnstead of matching the speech tine waveforms with
their reference templates, recogniti_on is based. on a
set of selected measurements extracted from the tested.
waveforms. These selected measurements, called. frfeaturesn,
are invariant withr or less sensi-tive to the commonly
encountered varlations and distortions, and also contain
less red,und.a.nci-es .
For each parameter class *j, i - i , ....., m we assume




(or distribution) function of the feature vector X is
equal to n(X/w, ), and. the probability of occurrence of
w- is P(w.). Ilaving the known informations p(X/w.,) and
JJJ
r(wr), i - 1r.....¡ ln¡ the classifier is used to minimize
the probability of misrecognition. Parameter classificatÍon
can now be formul-ated as a statistical decision problem
(testing of m statistical hypotheses) bV defining a
decision fr.r¡rction d(x), where d(x) = di means that the
hypothesis H, : X-.'14; is accepted.
rr P(*r)n(x/wi) >p(w, )n(x/w, ) for al-I j = 1, o...r¡IIt
then by means of the Bayes d.ecision rule we get
d=d:r i.e. Xn¡!Í= (SZ)r' --l-
The likel-ihood ratio X between classes *i and w, is
defined as
À = p( x/w r) / p(x/v j) (¡e )
so ( Sl ) becomes
d- = di if \> p(w, )/r(wr) for ar]- j = 1 ,... . ¡r ( lg )
v\Iith a mean vector Mr r and. a oovariance matrix K¡ the
multi-variate Gausslan d.ensity fi¡netion can be represented
as foll-owing.
p(x/wr) = le¡¡t/zrr<rl 
1/\-t ,*n l+tzxx-Mr)rKi-1 (x-Ml)Ì
(oo)
whgre i = 1, .....¡ [l¡
Forlowing v'Iald.ts sequentiar anarysis, it has been
shown that à classifier using the sequenti_ar probability
ratio test (spnr) has an optimar property for the case of
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two parameter classes (14)lt (tl)* (t6)*. After the nth
feature i-s measured, the classifier eomputes the sequential
likelihood ratio
Àn = nrr(x/w.' )/vn$/wr) ( el )
where the multivariate n-dimensional nrr(X/wr), 1 = 1, 2,
is the conditional probability density firnetion of X for
parameter class wr. The coefficientÀn computed by ( et )
is then compared with the upper stopping bound.ary A and
the lower stopping boundary B. If
\n Vl, then x -*1 ( øz')
and if Àn-(8, then x-*2 (øZ)
An add.itional feature measurement wit]. be taken when
B(Àn 1A, and the process is proceed.ing to the (n+1)ür
stage.
Suppose that "ij is the probabl1ity of deeiding X-*i
when actual-ly X.*j is true, i, j = 1r2. At the nth stage
of the recognition processr we flnd that Àn =A ( O+ )
leading to a d.ecision of class w,, . From ( 0t ) and. ( ø+),
p(X/*t) = Ap(x/r) which is equivalent to
f r(x/*, )ax = a ln(x/wr)dx ( øt )
where both integratj-ons a;re over the region for accepting
elass "1. By the definitions of .jZ and "21, 
( 6S ) is
reduced to (t "x) = A.1z
Similarly; if )¡ =8, we get "Zj = B( 1 - .lZ)
i.ê. A=(1 "U)/.1, and B=er,/(l "lZ)
( ee ¡
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Equations ( 62' ) and ( 6t ) are used, to represent the
decision bound.ari-es which divide the feature space into
three regj-ons: the region associated with w,, ; the regi-on
of wr; and. the nuJ-I region. fn a sequential classifieatj-on
process, the d.ecisÍon boundaries are varied with the
number of feature meagurements n. For example, suppose
that *1, *2, ..o. are ind.epend.ent feature measurements
with p(x' /*r), j = 1, 2, ...., i = 1, 2, a univarlate(J _L
Gaussian d,ensity frmction with mean m. and variance øÌ ,
For the nth stage of thls process,
l-os Xn = ,+ tos p( xr/w1) /p(xr/w2)l=l
= ,',;'"r). F, {*r-ú /zX^t*'2)} ( 67 )
the procedure of classlfication is listed. as following:
To i-mprove the accuracy of crassifieation the spRT is
used to reduce the error (mj-srecognition) probabirity by
varying stopping borrndaries. Another advantage of varyÍ_ng
stopping boundaries is that, by starting with relativery
l-arge val-ues of stopping boundaries and graduarry d.ecreasing
then, the average number of feature measurements will not
n Ô2 ',^^ Â , /- lov^ \ +r^^* ¡1^^ r^^rif F x. )
i=r L. ffitog 
A + (n/Z\m,,+n2) I then the ¿eeislon
is that xNltrl ;
if Ë*.(" 
J
ìa --i-. n'lÇtos B * ("/z)(,m.,+m2), then the decision
is that x nsrd, i
2
and ir ffi;rog B +(n/z)(*1+.2, a Ë "r<;ft rog A+û /2l^t+n2),
then xn+1 wiJ-l be observed.
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be excessively large compared with the case in which snall_
val-ues of stopping boundaries are used. through the whol_e
process. consequently, the probability of misrecognition
and the average number of feature measurements.can be to
some d.egree, simultaneously control_l_ed by properly adjusting
the stopping borrndaries.
the selection of features is crosely rerated to the
performance of classification. The ordering of features
for successive measurements is also very important in the
recognition system of sequential parameters. Feature
ordering is used to provi-de a feature which is the most
informative among arJ- possibJ-e cholces of features for
the next measurement so the recognition process can be
terminated earl_ier.
I,et L = l-osÀ = 1og p(x /*) ros p(x/w, ) ( 68.)
Substituting ( 60 ) into ( 68,) we have
I = rosÀ = (r /z)roe-l#. (J /2Xi-*, )tnr-1 1x-ru, )
-( /zçx_Mi ) rri-1 1x_u, )
lxil = lr<rl - K, from ( 69 ) we obtain
r, = xrK-1 {vrr-u, ) - (1/zXMi*Mj )Tlc-1 {ru.-ru, )
n lr.,/wr) = (1 /zN,rurr-vtj )t*-1{ur_u, )
( 6e)
Vühen
Define the divergenee betrüeen w. and. w, asIJ
( 7o,)
and
r(Ìrj_, rj) = Ð ft/rl n [r/w¡)
Then, from ( ll ¡ and ( lZ¡






In ( 77 ) if the covari-ance matrix K is equal to the
iclentity rnatrix I, then J(lri, tj) represents the
squared d.istance between M, and Mr.
Using a fixed-sample slze or nonsequential Bayesr
decision rul-e to the classifier, i1 P(wr) = P(wr) = 1/2,
from ( 68 ) we obtaln
X*ti if À>tr or t>o
and" X*rj if 
^<1r 
or l<0
The probability of misrecognition is
e = (1 /z\ p (t > o/w¡) + (t/z\ " [o< 
o/"J ( 74)
From ( 70 ) , (71 ) and (77) we know that p(t/w. ) is a
Gaussian densj-ty firnction with mean (l/Z)l and. variance J.
AIso p(L/w. ) is a Gaussian density functi-on with mean
(-1 /2)J and variance J. So from ( -[4),
e = (1 rc> li rzrrr)-1 /2 ¡*p{ 4i /2\s* +.r)/,r} ' ao
+( /z\ 
f_,.f 
rru )-1/z E*p{ -1 /z(0- +r)/.r}.ao
ret y = (.tå r)/,tî then . =li/r(2Ìr) -t/z E*p( -L,rr'),dy ( 75)
From ( 75 ), e j-s a monotonically decreasing function of
J(w., w*). Therefore, features selected or orderedrJ
according to the magnitude of J(wi, 
"j) wil_l impty their
corresponding discriminatory portrer between parameter cl-asses
wi and w, with Gaussi-an distributed feature measurement
vector X.
i'Ience the information of divergence relating to
parameter classes chara,cterized by the features has
been proposed as the criteria for feature ilgood.nessil.
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II.4 Example
0n the screen lmage we can d.efine the required
half-bl-ock of time waveforms starting at the first
peak of maxi-mum uniform parts. This hal-f block contains
128 acldresses (reference Chapter I.J of this thesis).
Equally clivide this half-block into 128 sample val-ues
at the rate of 10 KHz.
(A) \{ith 12t3 sarnple val-ues the digital compr.rter
program - IIlBIIEC (Appendix 8) was used to compute the
a.utocorrel-ation funetions, then solve the normar equations
to obtain the l-inear prediction coefficients by means of
Durbinrs procedure.
(e) ï/ith 128 sample values we use the digital computer
program - QBREC (Appendix 9) we first calcul_ate the
autocorrelatj-on frrnetions, then the refleetion coefficj-ents
util-izing Durbinr s argorithm. From those refrection
coefficients hre get the area firnctions.
The sequenti-al probabirity ratio test was used for.,
classifying linear pred.iction coefficients (or area
funetions) with respect to the sound tine-waveforms.
Referring Fig.l9 the mean vectors and the covariance
matrices for the features of linear prediction coefficients
(or area functions) were estj-mated from 20 test samples.
Standard feature values of eaeh klnd of 37 Chinese speech
sounds h¡ere established by zo sampres recorded from 20
chinese males. unknown feature varues of any kind.s of
37 chinese speech sound.s were obtained from 20 samples
of Australian mare students and chinese males in Adel_aid.e,
South Austral-ia.
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Recognition of speech sounds þand,n. The eight features
of linear prediction coefficients(or area functions) were
treated as though they were statisticarly lndependent. for
convenienee, and ïrere measured. sequentially(refer the results of
Appendix B or 9). Referencing Fig.22 and. formula ( AA ¡
the stopping bound.aries were preset symmetrical_Iy
(1og B = -Iog A) at successive stages as
!2.1, t2.2, t2.7, !2.4, !2.0, t2.6, !2.7, !z.g
The classifica.tion process was truncated. at the eigth
stage. Referencing IigsZA ,21 and formula (l> ) tfre
features of linear predi-ctlon coeffi-cients (or area
functions), if ordered, were arranged, accordlng to
the descending ord.er of their corresponding divergences.
For speech sounds Jand,t-tusing the methods of l_inear
prediction coefficients and. parameter cl_assification
(reference lig.??), the order is x' x7, xZ, x1, *j,
*8, *6, *4. Their recognition results are shown in
the following tabl_e.
Input
Features unordered Features ordered
0utput , f? þ f-t
3 20 o 20 0
rl 1 4 14 6
Recogni r_on








reco gni tion ìÊ 1 .15 1 .225
* i.e. total number of recognition tines to accomprish
a specific recogniti-on per.centage d.ivided by total
number of test samples
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Note that, f or the same set of stopping bounilaries
(reference formula (66 )) trre classification process
for the case of ordered features terminates earl-ier
( fne time need ed. f or each recognitj-on d ecreases. ) than
that for the unord.ered features (i.e., following the
natur¿rI order x,, r *2, *3, *4, *5, *6, *7, *A) but d.oesnrt
have to be more precise.
The flow charts for the process are 1isted on the
following pages. The computer programs for this example
are shown in the Appendix 2.
For the speech sou¡rds ? and fl the author chose jj
stand.ard (or reference) feature varues of each sound.
They are sorted a.s cl_asses A and. B respectively. For
each computer rnn, no more than 5 unknown (or tested)
feature val-ues of any kind of the 57 Chinese speeeh
sounds can be set into each cl_ass (i.e. A or B). In
this example r put 5 unknown feature var-ues of any speech
sor.rrrds into each class (i.e. ? or Fl ), the digital
computer courd differentiate them into crasses A (i.e.
? ) and B (i.e. tl ) o= other (unrecognized). Any
untrcnown feature values of unrecognized cl_asses can be
used as the tested. feature varues in the next computer
run untir al-l- the sounds have been classified.. of course
if only one unknown feature value of any sound was tested
among 79 standard feature values of speech sound.s t and n
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Itig. (2,1,) I¡Iow diagram of ORDER.
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Referencing the papers of John Makhoul (5)* and
Fumitada lta.kura( 1B) *, linear prediction coefflcients
are derived, for two sound.s, àTe used to describe those
sounds.
The au.thor also uses \,irakita's method (Z¡)* finding
the atea functions of speeeh waveforms, and. then
utilizing parameter elassificatj-on, identlfies two
Chinese speech sounds each tíme. Although the reflection
coefficients of l,lakitars nethod are quite different from
predictor coefficients of linear prediction modelr we
use parameter classification which stil-l- can recognLze
two Chj-nese speech sound.s each time around. the same
identificati-on percentage.
Âbout 24 Chinese speech sounds could be recognized.
among the possible total of 77, a success rating of about
651/.. Those groups of sounds which couldnrt be recognized.
might be classified using their spectrograms, spectral
d.istributj-ons of energy, and F1 vs. F2 fi-gures. I regret
that I didn|t complete the research due to a lack of time.
We can d.efine a good d.ecision bound.ary quite readily
in two dimensions. Va1id representation in higher
dimensions wilJ- require some advanced. skill_s and
complicated computer programmes (17)*, (14)*, (15)*.
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Linear prediction coefficients (or area functions)
of the time-waveforms of each kind of sound. collected
from people, do vary slightly (nef. (1I)* and data
col-lected by the author) and thereþore the method. of parameterr
cJ.assification is suitable for the recognltion of simple
speech sounds.
originally the author assumed. that the representations
of the time waveforms of any Chinese speech sounds
might be approxi-mated by their correspond.ing functions
of tirne which could be obtained. by means of BaHIi t s
method or the method of curve fltting. To ldentify
speech sound"s from each other r adopt those eoefficients
of time functions as the features-of the recognition
process mentj-oned in part II. Unfortunately my aim
faifed because r courdntt get certain coefficients
of any Chinese speech sould.s.(i.e. The digitat computer
failed to print the results required.. )
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PART III: CONCI,USIONS
In China al1 Chinese words are pronounced by the
spelring of Roman aÌphabets but in Taiwan the pronuncia-
tlons of any Chinese words are stiJ-J- composed. with 37
Chinese speech sounds and their four tones. Thls thesls is
the first work in the research of al]- the 5? possibl-e 
"'¿eF-iF¡r'iF--r ¡:
chinese speech sor.¡¡rd.s; previ-ously only Mr. J.H. r¡in has
<Lone any basic research on Chinese vowels. This was d.one in 1974
(7)*. From this thesis we can obtain some prerininary
knowledge about chinese speech sound.s. pronunciations
of chinese are different from those of EngÌish. The
same spelling sound with d.ifferent tones may represent
different words.
I suggest the methods of linear predlction (¡)*
or area function (zs)* and parameter recognition which
are utilized to distinguish the sorrnds of chinese words.
Because any one of chinese words has only one kind of
sound, and any chinese sentences can be separated into
words which are mutually independent. prgnunciations
of chinese sentences are those of grammatical words
spel_led one by one.
rn a word, using the methods of r-inear predtction
(5)* or area function (2'-)x and parameter recogniti_on
we can discriminate the sounds of Chinese word.s or sentences
eas11y. But the sound.s of English word.s or eentênces are hard
to be identified by means of the same method. since
-7+-
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the soun<L characteristics of Dnglish are quite different
from those of Chinese. Sound"s of every Ðnglish words are
composj-te of several phonemes those are difficult to
decide the boundaries of segmentati-on. But every Chinese
word is pronouneed only one corresponding sy1J-able which
isnrt worried at the problem of segmentation.
I havenrt the knowl-edge of dynamic programming (lA)"
so the author couldnrt use the digital eomputer to
cJ-assify more speech sound.s sj-mul-taneously. OnIy two
kincls of speech sounds are identified each t1me.
From the waveshapes of time waveform we coul_d classify
37 Chinese speech sounds except the following groups: tl,
T & $ i f', \ e,gi Tef ; (&F ; B,l,t eL^;ta-ìt ì he,Jc ;-eu
or + & lL by obsenrations of their similarities in time
waveform. The digital computer also failed in
identifying those groups of sound.s because the 1ZB
sample values of corresponding time waveforms are
dupl-icate from each other among the data col_Iected by
the author. Those results are appended in the end, of
each tabre i-.e. Appendix 10. For them the percentages
of recognitj-ons with eaeh method. (i.e. linear predietion
coeffiei-ents or vocal tract areas) are equal to or less
than 5oy'".
ïn order to test other pairs of sound.s the digital
computer needs run.s of 276 times for recognitions of
each method (i.e. ri-near predictÍon coefficients or
voeal tract areas).
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The author lists al-l- rosults of 57 Chinese speeeh
sorrnds distinguished by digital computer CDC cyber 173
as sh.own in Appendix 10. Here I on1-y narrate briefly
as fol-lowing:
A. Recognitions with linear pred.iction coefficients
Except the fol-lowing pairs of sowrds, the percentages
of recognitions for other pairs of sor¡nds within the
computer runs of 276 tj-mes are equal to 1oo% (i.e. lrhe¡r
are identified completefy).
Pairs of sounds Percentage of recognltion
? ? lro



























































































I adopt the better recogn.ltion percentages of each
sound. pai-r, d,oesnrt matter the methods of parameter
cl-asslfication with on without ondered features. Except for
the exampÌe of rr.4 the resurts of parameter cl-assification
without ordered features are better or eq.uaÌ to those of
parameter classifieation with ordered features in most cases.
(Refer to II.4 and Appendix 2)
3. Recognitions with vocal tract areas
Dxcept for the following pairs of sound.s, the
percentages of recognitions for other pairs of sor¡nds
within the computer runs of 276 times are equar to 1oo/"






























T adopted the better recognition percentages of each
souncl pair, doesntt matter the methods of parameter
crassification with or without ordezed, features.(Refer to
Iï.4 and Appendix 2)
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rn all- cases the results of parameter cl-assification
without ordered features are better or equar to those of
paraneter classificatlon with ordered features.
l'rom those resul-ts of recogniti-on listed as above
we know the method of vocar tract area. courd be a l_ittre
bit better than that of l-inear predictlon coeffÍeients.
Those methods utilized in this thesis are more
simple than those of Funitada Itakura (ta¡* since the
l-atter can recognize many sounds simultaneously with
the aid of comp]-icated dynamic programming, but the
principres of identifi-cati-on are almost the same.
Methods listed in this thesis are only suitabre for
reeognitions of single sounds (or phonemes) from each
other because it is not eoncerned with segmentatj_on and
matching of different phonemes within a singre word..
using Bat{l-i's method (or the methoit of curve fitting)
we canrt diseriminate speech time-waveforms one by one
because BalIri's method (or the method of curve fltting)
is only suita.ble for the smoothed curves. Arso the speech
time waveforms have to be modeled dynamically as a Ìinear
combinati-on of i-ts past va,rues, present and past varues of
a hypothetical input to a system. BaIII_irs method or the
method. of curve fitting is based on the assunptlon that
any speech ti-me waveform could. be modeled. statically as
some l-inear equati-ons which have certain coefficients.
But this kind of assumption isnrt consistent with the
actual condition so we canrt use BaHlirs method or the
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APPENDIX 1
F1 vs. TZ flgures 4 pages
1. Nonsonorant, consonantal ora], tense internrpted.rtÍ
2. Nonsonorant, consonantal oral, tense continuant
crlf^
5. Nonsonorant, consonantal oral, Iax lnterrupted
,b((H,1 1t1(
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CDC Cyber 173 Computer Program- ABRDC
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.0cc c0379 .00c0001 5
.00000015 . c0c00174
. c00c0014 ,00000012
" 000001ô8 .00c00504. c0000031 .00c00186
-.occc00B0 -.00000773
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1.91839256 L.5?68 3419 L.76492960
1.52683419 L.2L520745 I.4C4789+9
L.76492960 L.4C478949 1;62492209




-1.03938óó7 -.8?72607 9 -.95645831THE ITH INPUT VECTOR sELO¡iGS TO Â
-.0ó4 -.042 -.c39 _.120THE ?TH INPUT VECTOR BELT¡¡GS TC A--.062 -.040 -.039 _.121lHE 3TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO A
.065 -.042 -.A37 _.120THE 4TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO Â
-.064 -.A42 -.0:?9 -.120THE STIi INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO A.-.0ó4 -.042 -.039 _.121THE 6TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO Â
.063 -.041 -.040 _.121ÏHE .7'TH INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TO A




1 . 40 89957 6
L.?23t ó0ó3

















































THE 9TH INPUI VECTOR BELONGS TN A
-.061 - .A+3 -. O 3g -. 11gTHE lOTH II'iPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TN Å
-.0ó0 -.040 -,C37 -.!22THE 11TH INPUT VECTÛR BELONGS TO A
-.061 -.044 _.c3g _.11gÏHE 12TH I¡IPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TE A
-.063 -.039 _.037 _.L22THE 13T}1 INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO À
-. 063 -.04 3 -.039 _ .LlOTHE 14TH INPUT VECTOR BELENGS TI] A
-.060 .c42 _.û3g _.120
THE 15TH INPUT VECTCR BELONGS TO Â-.065 -.A42 -.039 - .LZ}THE lóTH INPUT VECTCR BELONGS TO A
-.065 -.041 .039 -.120THE 17TH INPUT VECTOR B€LI]NGS TC Â
-.059 -.o40 _.037 _.11gTHE 18TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TC A
-.0ó1 -,04c _. o3g _.11gTHÊ 19TH INPUT VECTCR BELCI,iGS TO Â























































































































































31ÏH I NPUT VECTOR BEL O¡iGS TO A
-.c55 -.041 -.040 -.07ó _.124 _.01532TH INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TC Â
-.0ó0 -.040 -.c41 _.075 _.L23 _.c13
33TH INPUT VECTOR BEL ONGS TO Â
-.061 -1039 -.042 -.07g _.125 _.olg34TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TT À
-.060 -.03g -.a42 -.07g _.L26 _.02035TH INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TO A
-,059 -.039 -.039 -.a77 _,L26 _.0I5
3óTH INPUT VECTDR BELONGS TO Ä
-.056 -,03g -.03g _.o7g _.L25 _.015
37TH INPTJT VECTCR BELCNGS TO B6.300 5.C?L 5.800 5.COO 4.025 g.3oo
38TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TB B
-.054 -.03E -.041 _.07g _,L25 _.015
39TH INPUT VECTOR BELOIiGS TO B
-.015 -.017 -.160 _.ccg _.005 _.173
4OTH INPUT VËCTOR BELONGS TO Â
-.055 -.c39 -.043 _.cg0 _.L?5 _.014































. 0c00003 1 .000001 8ó
00c00080 -.0c000773
-. c0cc00ó7 :.00c001 2c.000c0104 .00000119













































































.089ó .8621 -.1 989
1 .5 3 17 8943
L.?L9L22L3 -1.03938ó67-.9?726079






DIVERGENCE OF FEATURE f =
DIVERGENCE TF FEATURE 2
DIVERGENCE BF FEATLJRE 3
DIVERGENCE OF FEÂTURE 4 =
DIVERGENCE OF FEATURE J =
DIVERGENCE OF FEATURE ó =

























































1 .6 3 697 595








































































































































































































































































































































THE I'1E ÀN VE CTOR
-.0394 .-.0?45
THE CTVÂR T ÀNC E IIATR I X
.00000095 ..00000c88
.00000088 .00001455
. 00c00c1 2 -.00ccc1 2o, .00000014 -. oc0cooó7
-.0000cL76 -.o0001898
-.00000184 -.000c1393
. 0c000846 .000c8055.: -.00c0có36 -.000c6L?5




























































1.62+92209 4. Bó 47L293







THE lTH INPUT VECTOR BELSNGS
_ -. c3g -.c24 -.O42THE zTH INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS
-.039 -.0?5 -.040THE 3TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS
-.037 --.A24 -.A42THE ¿tTH INPUT VECTDR BELCNGS
.039 -.o23 -.O4?
THE 5TH INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS
.039 -.Q22 -.042THE óTH INPUT VECTOR BELOI'¡GS
-'04C -.O23 -.041
THE 7TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS
-.040 -.025 -.040THE - 8TH INPUT VECTOR BELTNGS
-.039 - .o25 -.043THE gTH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS. -,039 -.c24 -.043THE lOTH INPUT VECTCR BELONGS
" -.0?7 -.O24 -.040THE ].1TH INPUT VECTTR BELONGS
. -.038 - .02+ -.o44THE 12TH INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS-' -.037 -.O?4 -.o39THE I.3TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS
-.039 -.a23 -,043THE 14TH INPUT VECTOR. BELONGS
-.039 -.o22 -.o42THE 15TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS
-.038 -.A22 -.O42THE 1óTH INPUT VECTOR BETONGS
-^.". -.038 -.025 -.041THE 17TH INPUT VECTOR BETONGS
.037 -.025 -.040THE lETH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS
,-- . :.039 -.A?0 -.040
l.4c 476949





























































































6 .92+ 5L57 4
L.99961ô13
?.51225 666





























































THE 19TH INPUT VEC.I OR BELONGS TO A
-. 040 -.040 -.040 -.062 -,1 19 -.025
THE ZCTH INPUT VECT0R BELCT'¡GS TC Â
-.038 -.0?6 '.A42 -.C60 -.L42 -.045
THE 21TH INPUT VECTNR BELCNGS TO A
-.042 -.011 -.038 -,058 -.I25 -.028
THE 22TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO A
-.041 -.011 -.038 -.053 -.L?6 -.O28
THE Z3TH INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TO A
-.042 -.013 -.C39 -.056 -'L27 -.0?6
THE 24TH INPUT VECTÛR BELONGS TO B
-.044 -.015 '.037 -.058 -.L23 -.O2,
THE 251H INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TO B
-.o43 -.017 -.C17 -.C58 -.r20 -.o?7
THE 26T1,1 INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO A
-.a42 -.GlC -.038 -.C58 -.119 ,026
THE ?7114 INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO A
-.c4? -.008 -.040 -.058 -.L23 -.023
lHE 28TH INPUT VEClOR BELCI.IGS TO B
-.045 -.009 -.035 -.057 -.121 -.031
THE 29TH INPUT VECTT]R BELCNGS TO Â
-.039 -. C1l -.03 6 -.A56 -.1?2 -.O32
THE 3OTH INPUT VECTIJR BELONGS TO A
, -tO39 -.011 -.036 -.A57 -.L24 -¡029
THE 31TH-TNPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO A
. -.040 -.011 -.041 . -. C55 -.L24 -.028
THE 3?TH INPUT VECTüR BELCNGS TC A
.041 -.011 J.040 '-.0ó0 -.L23 -.028
THE 33TH INPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TC Ä
-.o42 -.015 -.C39 -.061 -.125 -.028
THE 3+TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO A
. . -.A42 -.013 -.038 -.060 :.12ó -.028
THE 35TI-{ INPUT VECTÛR BELONGS TO A'-.038 -'014 -.038 -.G59 -.L26 -.027ÏHE 3óTH INPUT VECTBR BELONGS TO A
-.039' -.015 -.038 -.C5ó -.125 -.A25
THE 37T!{ I NPUT VECTOR BELCNGS TC B
..," 5.800 17.500 5.A2t 6.300 +.0?5 -?.470
THE 38TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO A
-.041 -.017 -.C38 -'054 -.125 -.024
THE 39TH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO B
.' -.1ó0 -.030 -.017 -.015 -.005 -.021ÏHE 4OTH INPUT VECTOR BELONGS TO B
'-.043 -.016 -.039 -.055 -.125 -.023
THE T0TÂL NUttBER 0F REC0GNITITN IF FEATURES ÂRE 0RDERED= 49


























































spectrar distrlbutlon of energy- frequency vs. anpÌitude
18 pages
Sampling frequency
Overflow a]-lowance(Í..e. nu.merj-cal oveiflow to be pe:rnlttecl)
Overlap factor
(i.e. proportlonal overlap number of plotsln one segnent)
Differencing
(1.e, to remove nett 20 db/dgcade droop
causing by vocal organ)
Fourier transform to be normallzed(i.e. Fourler transforms were not normarized)
Standard. hannlng wlndow fi¡¡rctlon:
0.54-o.460os(eflJ-î )/(M-l ) )
where J: sample lndex
M¡ wlnd.ow leneth(512 polnts)






rf the d.ispray ls more than one spectnrm, lt is
n'ecessary to set up axes. Number of sectlons need.ed. for
horlzontal axls ls the nr¡mber sum of spectra and. overlap
factor. It 1s obvious ln the spectrograms.
-102-
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(i.eo proportional overlap number of plots
ln one segment)
Overflow allowance
(i.e. numerical overflow to be permltted)
Diff erencln6S
( i. e. to remove nett 20 db/decade d.roop







0urier transform to be norrnaLlzed.
i.e. Fourier transformg v¡ere not normallzed)
Standard. hanning wlndow fir¡retlon:
o.54-o.46cos( zflJ-1 )/(u-t ) )
where J: sample lndex
M: wlndow l-ength(512 polnts)
Suecessive windows overlap 5O/" in analysis
If the d.ispJ-ay is more than one spectru-m, 1t is necessary
to set up axes. Number of sections needed. for horizontal.
axls 1s the number sum of spectra and. overlap factor.
It is obvious ln the spectrograms.
-121-
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,r, 1k) ,7,ft (Å), V (î),1(c\,5 V),l'{, T, (, /( ,(,y,uØ,,f),
N (t), I (A,¿,t,L), t (\, /,T,Ç,tL),-fi , u)
APPENDTX 5
time varylng waveforms 18 pages
(r.e. tlme waveforms)
A rank ordering on a scal-e of pltchs ranglng from
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NOVA 2 Computer program- SPGRI4
Block d.iagram of SPGRM (A)*
Davld. Fensom (8)"
þ4
Sampling frequency=lO fqr(for finding graph scale)
Overflow a]-lowance=10 (graphlng parameters only- the
Qvgrlap factor=O d.ontt effeet analysis)-Differencing=l (pre-emphasis by (1-z't) on äpeeðtr to
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Segmentations 1. g. choosing
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c tro2 sSrarn













*equi-sid ea. ê. spec angle
b
splays: co our s on or
cre rdo re 1l ed 1 l_nd ca etot etspe
d i ts l-r but l_ on o eenf
-1 59-
Termlnology- explanations: (8){'
( 1) Differenclng:1 (i.e. to remove nett 20 db/d.ecade
d.roop eausing by vocal organ)
It[ic. pressure
overa].]- effect
on top of the
vocal tract
Now linear prediction works best on a near whlte
spectnrm so we attenpt to remove nett 20 db/d.ecad.e droop
by differentiatj-on.
(Z) Overfl-ow aIlowa¡ree:1O (1.e. graphical constant which
ls numerlcal overfl-ow to be permltted)
Exanple
(7) Overlap factor(i.e. proportional overlap number of
Examples:




(4) Fourier transform to be normalized:o (i.e. Fouri-er
transforms were not normatlzed. )
( 5) Smoothlng: Spectnrm is convoluted with equl-sld.e
trlangle to get smoothed waveform. [1he
flgure of the used triangle ls as 1n the
left.
yat/ar*
Next spectnrm bigger tha¡r first
d.oesnrt overflow lnto next graphþ







a]. gourcegJ.ot rad.iatlon irnped.anc
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CDC Cyber 177 Computer Program wlth BaI{Iirs method
by A. T. C. Quan
Abstract of progtam for determlnlng H(s) from h(t).
I TFIDENT I 1s the maln prograrn. Its d.lff erent subroutlnes
are as foJ.J-owing:
( 1)'RATcoF'
CalcuJ.ates the coefficlents b¿ of the polynomlal
U(s)=t,+Uf+\íi........ Thls subroutine is called. by the
maln program I TFIDDNTT .
(z)'soturoN'
SOI-ves the unknowns p¡ rp2 r.....rp¡re¡ re2r.t...rg¡¡ Of
the functlon I{( s)=( p, *p, s+p, st+ . .. r ¡ . +p¡sn-l)/
( t+ql s+qlst+...'. +qhrgÞt)
(5)'n¡,rnu' and. t[ÍurrlER'
Determines the zetos and. poles of H(s).
(4)'m¡4ncoN'
computes the system tlme constants and. arranges
them 1n ascendlng order.
( 5 ) 'tlt',r¡pl'
Computes the firnctlon of speech tlne waveformrh(t)





















Computeo the error, h(t)-h*(t) and. calculates the
integral of squared, error. TERRI,NT 1s ca1led by
I TÏMEFN I .
(B)'rNTEc'
A¡r integration sub¿outine (catled. by TERRFN')
whlch uses the trapezoid.al r:rrle.
(g)'cAtsEQ'
CaJ-ls the above subroutines in the ord,er (Z), (t)
, (4), and (5).
-1 66-
jî,tÂít li:l¡')rrlT 731173 tjPT=1 FTN +.6+446
Eô,UÂt"LY Sr'^1ED DATA SPECIFIED*tl ll










D lrliENS Irli'l f ( 4000) r G (2001 ¡r 12001r\DF LAY ( 2001r Y l?hl tBl26)rA lZbt?61
t:LjAt. t. Áltr) Ar L El.lTHIr Lf:h,lTH,
C il q fl lr'iv F
C Uì,1 ¡1n\! /ri L UC KZ I 1 I ( I 0 0 I r ÀlîF t.l\riI TY pe r I'FL 0T r Xr,l AX
kr/rD llr I LVtNr ITYPET IPLCIT' ÏPRBS
FNRÏÀ1,t41?I
ppINT 158
Fr-ìq ffAT ( 1t-r Lt s t I ) r lü X r * Cn\ ra 1L C Aq D s US ÈD-----{,1
i:'R Il'.T 1ô0r I EVENIITYPE rI PL.lT. IDeqS
FIaMÅT I I I tI SX r * IEVEN-- *t.l ? s I I 15 Xr *I TYP E' *¡ f 2t I tl5Xr ü IPL0T' *.,
I ITylç75Xr*iPRRSr" *rItl
pRIi'üT 15o 'ì '.
FrJRÞt^T (5 ( / I rluXr* RtoUF(Ts------Þ ç't I I
I F ( I FVFiq ¡ 1 t,?. ¡ 7 (,I ¡ 1 62
PRINI I63




TF ( ïTYPE I l6';tI()þt L61
FRIIIT I.68
FnRiH/\T( l0Xr* l?l






PP INT 1 7U
Ft-JeurìT(10xr* 12l
lF-D+ c I / I






































nF FTJNCTIDI{S RE0UIREO*t t t I ì








2 Fr.JtlllInNs DN THE S,\14E PLCIT REOUESTED*tt tt
3 ,DR TlAC FI'iICT INNS NN THE SAl,|lE PLCIT RESUEST
nrTl{ 1l(PtT rrND AUTpLT RE0UESTED*tt tt
0NLY 1T(pLr qEouËslED*¡ I tt
¡]iJI.Y AUTÞI.T aE0tJFSTEDt¡ I ll
D T/\ lBTA f \.'ED IS NOT FROI'I THE EÂI 5BO ANÀLOG










FTtl q.6+tt46 771r,,ì:rAi4 tt-'¡'¡hlI l1lL73 [¡l]Ï"I
ilt Ëfll,lMAI(lHlr5(tIç5X¡+ INÞllT DÂr4 ---'Èr
1t I t1ùXr* DELÀY TIMF(SECI*rl2Yr* 1¡{pUL5E RESpCINSE*tll
ûil 15 Ï=lrlI
I I = T -1
IJMF=l"AlVDA*Il
lRIhlï l"S lrTl r TIMF' l- (I I
193 f:!ìRyrr\l(l,U11tl.5rFl"Ù,4¡FZ0.5l
I ,r C ñr,t T I ll l.Jf:
PRfNT llrMrLAl{fl¡
17 FnR¡'ÀT(3( tltl0Xr*NCì. tiF !:1U^lLY Sr'^CFD DATA PfJINÏS(lil'*rI5r
7 I .ltjXrS f lltlt tt\iCRFfil[NT(l A'4qA )'*rF3. 5]
Gt.; ln 14
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Refereneing (5)" and (24)* IÂIe first d'etermlne values
of the tirne waveform of speech sou¡rd. to obtain 128
samples al the rate of 10 Kflz and then use the faet
Fourier Transforrn(Ftr'T) to compute spectnr.m P(w).
Second we compute the autocorrelation firnction
R(1) = s , L7On+¿






where sn is the time waveform of speech sound. and. wn ls
the window firnctlon.
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to obtai-n the coefflciente a
11
for an aJ-J.-poJ-e mod.eI.
Fourth we compute the aL1-po1e spectnrn
$t*l -- e2/ l¡,(exp ¡")12
where
P(w) and $(r) obtained from first and. fourth proce-
d.ures respectively are demonstrated. in the spectral
matching.
The tlnear pred.ictlon eoefflclents of speech tlme-
waveform can be used to ldentlfy two Chlnese speech
sound.s each time by means of parameter classlficatlon.
-1 86-
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APPENDIX 9
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Referrlng to Wakltars method(25)* "" flrst caleulate
the autocorrela.tlon coefflcients R then the ref]-ection
coefflcients REFL wlth Durblnre algorithm(5)*. From
those reflection coefficients REFI¡ we can count the area.
functions ARDA( 24)*. Equations (7 ), ( I ), ( 9,) and (ZZ)
are util-lzed 1n thls proeedure.
Reflectlon coefficients or area functlons of vocal-
tract tube model can be aecompanied with parameter
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Experimental results of recognition procecses uslng a
CDC Dlgital Computer Cyber 17,
-197-
Experimental results of recognltlon wlth the aid of
CDC Digital Cornputer C,yber 177 are shown as followJ"ng:
A. Recognitions wlth llnear prediction coefflcients











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B. Recognltlons with vocal tract areas






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CDC Cyber 175 Computer Program- VBRIIC
Any singJ-e valued functlon f(x) that has a flnite
number of dlscontinuitles may be represented by a I'ourier
series tn the lnterval of (-JI,T), or 1n the lnterval of
(-t,1). For a functl.on f (x) defined 1n the interval of
(-l-,1), the trlgononetric form of a Fourler serles 1s
defined as
oo




where an and bh are the Fourler coefflclents; the perlod.
is 2L, which corresponds to 2-[ and that f (x+21)=f(x).
rn thls example first I terms of the function of
Fourier series are used. in the best fit of experlmentally
measured values of (x¡ ,yl ), (*r,x¿ ) r..... rand. (xprye, ).
}{e adopt the number 0.65 as the value of half period.1.
Finally r make use of Eq.(se) ln sectlon D of ÍT.z and,r
Eq.(19) in Appendix 12 to obtaln first B coofficients
(i.e. ao/2¡&t¡àzra7tb1 ¡b¿¡b3s.h.d b+) of the requlred
lunction of Fourler serres. Those g eoefflclents are
consicìered as the features applied in the method of
parameter cl-a.ssiflcatlon.
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100=, F'R(¡GRÉìM VBRÊ'C ( I Nf:'L,T I 0UTF LJT )
110*C t.EAf:iT $ITI.JItHf! CTIRV[: FTI'TTNffi AT'IsLTHII O $F'IíËCH RHCOGNÏTTON
t?O* ITIMHN$ION X(30) rY(30) rF(3O tL6) t F'T( 1ór3O) rA( 16 t L7) t t{( [ó) r0
13O- 1(1ó)
140==C T{ËATI TN I'HE NL'MTJË:R OF Ç
1Íi0= trl\Tl\ ( M=tl )
1óO*C REATI TN THE NI.'MTI]îR OF TIATA F'OÏN'TS
17O* trATA ( N'=3O )
1.80*C RH]ATI X VIII.L,H$ OF IlATII F,OTNT$
190- ttl\I'A(X*0r .044S.5r.0f}?óó t,Ii5449t .1.79'3Lt.?-2414r.i1ó89$r .313tlt r.3SBó
lO0=" il.iÌr.40:I45r.44[Tï,lEt.493l,i[r.ni795r.s[]il7filt,6'il,'7ê¡?,¡,â7i.1,4.5t,7I7?,4r
!t10= 1.,76i!Q'7 r o8O69r.f,lgiL7ilt.89655t t9413$r.tïll¿r??r1.O3LO5rl.07lJPr1.
??0* 11""073 r l.lóSiitlr L.1lIO39r l.lS$33v 1.3000ó)
?30=U REAIT Y VAl.-l.JHl3 0F fJA'rA F0INTS
?40* ttATfl(Y='3r r$r 1.?l5r4.l.t4.l51ilr4.Olir3.l$r?,4t1.8r 1'3r .3$r I r 1.8Sr?.5
?50* L ¡ 4,1,8 r 4 r3.45r !lr S r I .35r I.33r 1.3 r L.?S tL.-t7 r L.4$ s?,? r3.Olir 1.4
7!6O= It,7t,',57t 14)
27O*Ç ITIIFINE Tt{F: ËUNCTI0NS
l8:l* Fl.(X)*J.,
300= F? ( X ) *C0.$ ( 3 . 1.4159?óS:T 6*X/ ,6â)
lT10- F'3 ( X ) *COS ( ll. ì(:I.1.415??ó1i3ó*X/.t95 )
3?O'= F4 ( X ) *COf5 ( 3 . *3 . :l.41S9?ó1i36*X/ . óS )
330* FS(X)""SiIlN(3.141$9?ófi36*X/,6n)
340* F6(X)'=$IN(?.1(3.J.415??ó$3ófrX/.6ij)
35O* F7 (X ) -$IN ( 3. ¡1t3. 141.59?ó536*X,/ 0 ó$ )
37Oo F't (X)*.9I.N(4.*3. 1.41S9?rT$3ól(X/.ó5)
3fl0=C ßENHRA'rti Tt{E F líA'fRIX





4ïi0= F(.[ r5)*Fii(X( I) )
4ó0," F(Iró)*Fó(X(I))
47O* F( I r7)-F7 (X( I ) )
4€|O* F(TrB)*F8(X(I))
490*4 CONTINUE
$00=C GËNE:RA'rli TttH TRANSPCISE C¡F THE F IIATRIX
510= n0 5 I,=J.rN
S?0= tlO S *l=1rM
S30= [:T(..,rL)*F(lrJ)
540=5 C0N'f I NUË
i55O*O IIET.RIMH: COË:FF.TCTIi:N MATRTX A OF $TMUL.TANEOUS EOUATION $Y$TËM
5ó0* CAL-l- MA'IMFY(FTrFrArMrNrM)
57Q*Ê IJETË:I'tM]:NH TT{E OOLUl'IN OF CON$TANTS FOIT $TMUL ANËOU$ EEUATTCIN s580= CfiLL MATMFY(FTrYrBrMrNrl)
59O* nü 6 T*L r l.f
óO0= A(Irfi+I)*[r(I)
6LO*6 CIINTINt,H
ó?0"-C IIHTE.IIHÏNE C VAI.UHS FY $OLVTNG $TMUITANEOUS ËOUATION$ USTN6ó30*C CHOL.E$|\Y MtiTHOtr
â4O* MF'l*M* L
óÍiO,= 0/lL-l- Cl{tSl\Y(ArHrMFlrC)
óó0*C ttRITH OIJT TllÊ C UALL,HS
â7O* FRINT 7
ââo*7 F0RHAT'(4XrIr C(1) THñOUí5H C(M) ¡t)69O= [lO l.l f =l r M'7QO= FRINI'1?rIrC(I)



















































F[-O'r IHH: $FliH:c]{ tlAvlÏFoRM Y(X)
cALt- F t..'rYHT ( 70 )
Il0 1.4 I'* l[ r Ny(I):::Ç(l)*F(Irl.)*C(?)*F(Ir?)+C(3)*F(Ir3)*C(4)*F(Ir4)+C(5)¡ltF(Ir5





$ìt.JBR0t.,'f INH: HATMFY(A r [t r C rMr N rl* )
tIETÉ.RHÏNÉ:$ MA'TRTX C TI$ }¡ITOIlI.'{::T OF A ANN B MATRTCES














SUBRCIUTINE CHLSi\Y(A rN r H rX )
n.ti'4ENSI0N A ( 16 t t7) t X( 1ó )
CtrILCIJLA E HE FIR$T ROI,¡ OF IJFI-'ËR UNTT TRTANGULAR MATRTX
n0 3 *l*?rM
A( 1 r.l)*A( I r J) /A(t t I)
CON I NUH







lìlJl'l=$UM*/l ( I I r l{ ) *A ( N r J )
CON'T I NL'E







$Lll'|",$UMIA ( I r l\ ) ¡üA ( K r JJ )
c0NT'ï Nr.,r:
A ( I r JJ ) = (A( I r JJ )-SUl'1 ) /A(I ¡I)
CONT T NI.'H
CONT I NUË
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45OO0B CM t:ìT'0ftf{ßH LlSh-n








': <7, :a - . tltl70O41. Ë-03
1.1(B) Ë -.1S70?O4H+00
3.000Ë-o1 I [tIV * S.00Ë-0? 5.9008+0
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cHoTDSKY' s rqETHoD (zø¡*
by
M.l. James, G.I{, Sn1th, and. J.C. llolford
Choleskyrs method was used. ln the solutlon of
curve flttlng mentloned ln section D of Chapter LT-.2.
Choleskyrs method, also known as Croutts method, a
method of matri-x decomposltlon, and faelorízatton,
is more economical of computer time than other
eliminatlon methods.
For ll-lustrative purposes, let us d,tscuss the sorutlon
of three simultaneous equations 1n three unknowns. The












Tf we let A represent the coefflcient matrrx, {x} trru
eolumn matrix of the unknowns, and {c} trr" column matrlx
of the constants, we can replace Dq.. (,,¡ ) by
AÍxl - lrI=o 12 )
rf we could red.uce the system of equatlons to an equiva-
lent system of the form
-225-
Fl tîiÌ fåiI (5 )
they could readily be sol-ved by back substitution as in
Gauss¡ian el-imination. The upper unit trlangular
matrlx ln (3,) rulll. be represented by Rr. Then nq.( 7 )
can be written as I {"Ì- {pìi = o ( 4 )











which we represent by l, anil whlch has the foll-owing property
:When we premultiply the left slde of Eq(.4,) by -t, it wil_t
give us the left slde of Eq,(2). The existence of such
a matrix I hasnrt been proved at thls point, but in the
discussi-on whlch follows we d.emonstrate 1ts exlstence
whenever matrix ,Ð i" nonsingurar. rn accord.anee wlth the
above property of þt we have
L (Xf"l- lol ) =1,Í"1- {'} (5")
rhereror.,*,3=A ( e )and f {D} ={rl (Z )
Equations ( 6') and ('i?; ) may be comblned into the slngte
matrix equatlon
l.r,, o


























For the sake of eonvenience, let the crs be represented

















The fU and u,¿ elements may be determlnecl from Dq.( 9.1.).
The augment"d .þ matrlx of Dq.( 9,) is the augmented matrix
of the eq.ui-vatent trÍangular set given by Eq. (.5 ). Ther€
-fore, with the u¡1 determined, the unknown x¿ values maJ
be determj-ned. by back substitution.
From the rules of matrlx mul-tipIlcat1on, we note that
the first column of matrix I is id.entical wlth the first
column of the augmented A matrix. That is,
r¿r = àì, ( tio )
lde also note that lt¡ ür¿ = &tz , lll utt = àtt, lll ulg = âlS
Therefore, v¡e ean obtain the first row of the u matrlx as
the flrst row of 4. divlded. by 1¡, (or a¡ ). That ls,
t ,,t: a,¡ /r, ( t,t )
We have determined the first column of I and the flrst
row of u . We can nolr proceed. to determlne the second
column of !, foÌl-owed by the seeond row of g.
From matrix multlpÌlcationr wê have
Izlutz + fz>'1 = âzz
1-rt utt + 1,2'1 - a,yl
from whieh we obtain
' lrr = àzL - 14 'ü¡z (lZ )
lla = ar> - 1¡, 'ütz
Having the second. coh.¡mn of !, we get the second. row of
u from
^' 1r¡ .u¡3 + ,rr,ùlj = àu.-
lrl 'ulç + lrZtt,l = "rT
or




Next we get the third column of L followed by the thlrd
row of u. The third col-umn of ! is obtained from
1,¡¡ u¡1 + I7>:u7g + IZ, = ^?,
or Lll = a7) (1ll ulr + 1-1-org) (14. )
The element utr*, the only element 1n the third row of u
except the 1, 1s obtained from
Itl utr¡ + L77 :u-y¿. + I+7 ulq = atV
or trf = I "r* (rtl trp + lrro'['I ''r, 
( r ¡i')
The general equations for the elements of the ! and










urr = ^rr /ur,
_ftt¿l = ulÌ - È, rü<u,{,.¡ J = 213r....¡11





tù= ç"ìi - F-,r¿&u4,¡)/r¡¡ ror





(for each value of 1)
for I = n-1 ;î-2¡....11
xÌ4 = unrvt+l
yl
x¿ = ,rì,^+t_ 
i=T :rt"Ì
rf we make sure that a¡ in the origlnal coefflclent




alhrays be deflned sj-nce the 1¿¿ values will be nonzelo.
This may be seen by notìng that ,! .* = ;! and therefore
the determinant of ! times the d.eterminant of ]} equals
thedeterminantof A. rhatis, fltltl = td 
-(re)
Tire are assuming independent eclrrations, so the determl-nant
of A is norLzeyo. Therefore, the determlnant of I, must-- 
'<-- 
tu
be nonzero. Sínee the determi-nant of a trlangular matrlx
is the product of the main dlagonal elements' the 1¿¿
elements are a]-]- nonzero.
The original ^Lù values of the augmented ;! 
matrlx ane
flrst stored. 1n the computer. Then, calling both tlne u,.
and Lrù elements simply ^¡i, the old ^Åù values are re-
placed with r,ew aiù values. Then the first of Eq.( t6 )
is automatically satisfied wlth no-computer executi-on.
The other equatlons become
url = a¡¡ /a11 for J=2r3r..... rn+1
,)_t
^òi = "¿tr -¿Ï, "¡,k"t l for j=2r7r,,... ¡ñ
^¡t = Gìl E,urU^*¡)/a*^
,j*1 ,...rr
or each J val-ue)
for
i=2t3r.... ril
¡=i+1ri+?-¡.... ¡rlf 1(for each 1 value)
i=j(r
( rg )
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